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Abstract: The mass loss mechanisms of an aqueous film-forming foam (AF foam), an AR/AFFF
water-soluble film-forming foam extinguishing agent (AR foam), and a Class A foam extinguishing
agent (A foam) at different levels of thermal radiation, thermal convection, and heat conduction
intensity were studied. At a relatively low thermal radiation intensity, the liquid separation rate
of the AF, AR, and A foams is related to the properties of the foam itself, such as viscosity and
surface/interface tension, which are relatively independent of the external radiation heat flux of the
foam. At low radiation intensity (15 kW/m2 and 25 kW/m2), the liquid separation rate of the AF
and A foams is relatively stable. When the heat flux intensity is 35 kW/m2, the liquid separation rate
of the AF and A foams increases notably, which may be mainly due to the rapid decrease in foam
viscosity. And the mass loss behavior is dominated by liquid separation in the AF, AR, and A foams
under the influence of thermal radiation and thermal convection. Under the same experimental
conditions, the liquid separation rate of AF is the fastest. There is no significant difference in the
evaporation rates of the three kinds of foam in the same heat conduction condition. In addition, the
AR and A foams usually have a 25% longer liquid separation time (t) under thermal radiation and
thermal convection, and the thermal stability is better than AF foam. The temperature reached by the
AF foam layer under thermal convection was lower than that of the AR and A foams, and the time
for the foam layer to reach the highest temperature under heat conduction was longer than that of
the AR and A foams.

Keywords: foam extinguishing agent; heat transfer mode; stability; liquid separation; evaporate

1. Introduction

Foam fire extinguishing agents have excellent fire extinguishing performance and
are the most common type of fire extinguishing agent in fire rescue teams, petrochemical
enterprises, and substations. According to the classification of different fire extinguishing
objects, there are mainly synthetic foam extinguishing agents used to extinguish solid
fire, and fluoroprotein and water-formed foam extinguishing agents used to extinguish oil
fire [1–4]. The aqueous film-forming foam solution (AFFF) takes a fluorine surfactant as the
main raw material, and also includes a hydrocarbon surfactant, a foam stabilizer, antifreeze,
and other additives. By forming water film on the fuel surface and the critical point of air,
it spreads rapidly on the fuel surface due to its extremely low surface tension. Water-film-
forming foam forms a dense foam layer on the fuel surface to isolate oxygen and spread
quickly to extinguish the fire quickly. It has strong stability, can inhibit the volatilization of
liquid fuel and prevent re-ignition, and is used for preventing and fighting water-insoluble
flammable and combustible liquid fires such as crude oil, petroleum, diesel oil, and aviation
fuel [5–8]. The liquid separation and evaporation of foam, that is, the stability of foam
extinguishing agents, are very important for the performance improvement and efficient
application of foam extinguishing agents.
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The stability of foam refers to the difficulty of foam bursting. Relevant research on the
stability of foam extinguishing agents has been carried out [5,9–16]. The effects of nano-
additives and polymers with different foam stabilizers on the properties of water-formed
foam were studied, and the characteristics of liquid separation were measured [17–22]. Under
the condition of thermal radiation, the mixing ratio and foaming agent type indeed affect
the foam stability, and a small amount of fluoroprotein foam significantly improves the
liquid separation time of mixed water-formed foam and reduces the rate of decline in foam
height [23]. The increase in the NaCMC polymer concentration reduces the high attenuation of
foam produced by CTAB/501W surfactant solutions, delays the process of bubble coarsening
and drainage, and leads to the enhancement of foam stability [24]. Moreover, adding carboxy
methyl cellulose sodium (CS) and Xanthan Gum (XG) to AFFF can slow down the foam
drainage, while adding lauryl alcohol (LA) can accelerate the foam drainage [25]. From the
analysis of foam coarsening and coalescence, adding a microbial polysaccharide can slow
down the coarsening speed of foam and prevent foam coalescence. Diutan gum molecules
have rod-like spiral structure and complex aggregation morphology, which gives diutan gum
good temperature resistance and excellent water retention [26]. These two characteristics
of diutan gum significantly improve its foam stability. Therefore, changes in the surface
tension, viscosity, and liquid fraction of foam are the main reason for the change in the
foam drainage rate [26]. It can be seen that previous research mainly focused on measures
to improve the thermal stability of foam, but lacked focus on the change characteristics of
the stability behavior of foam extinguishing agents [27–30]. The application scenarios of
foam extinguishing agents are complex, and the thermal factors in fire scenarios seriously
affect foam rupture and its stability. Therefore, it is of great guiding significance to explore
the change characteristics of the stability behavior of foam extinguishing agents in thermal
environments for the practical application of foam extinguishing agents. It is also helpful to
develop a foam extinguishing agent with high stability in thermal environments.

Therefore, three different types of commercial foam extinguishing agents were selected to
study the mass loss of foam extinguishing agents under different heat transfer methods, and the
changes in height and temperature of various foam extinguishing agents were explored in this
work. Then, the stability of the three foam extinguishing agents in a thermal environment was
compared. To prevent a too-low foaming ratio from affecting foam fluidity, as well as preventing
a too-high foaming ratio from affecting the density and cooling effect of the foam film, the
foaming ratio of the low-expansion foam extinguishing agents used in the experiment was four
to seven times, and the heat flow intensity under the heat transfer mode was 15–35 kW/m2

(the radiation intensity of general oil fire). According to the experimental results, the change
law of thermal stability of foam extinguishing agents is expounded to guide the research and
development of foam stabilizers and the efficient application of foam extinguishing agents.

2. Experimental Part
2.1. Materials

To make the research results more consistent with engineering practice, the foam fire
extinguishing agents selected are all commercial foam fire extinguishing agents. The selected
foams are 3% low-magnification AFFF (AF foam), a low-magnification AR foam extinguish-
ing agent (AR foam), and a low-magnification Class A foam extinguishing agent (A foam),
and the foam extinguishing agents were provided by Jiangsu Suolong Fire Technology Co.,
Ltd., Xinghua City, Jiangsu Province, China. The viscosity of the foam concentrate liquid of
the foams was measured by rotating the No. 1 rotor of the viscometer at 60 rpm. The basic
properties of the AF, AR, and A foams are provided in Table 1. The viscosity of the AF, AR,
and A foams was measured by rotating the No. 21 rotor of the viscometer at 99.9 rpm. The
viscosity of the AF foam is 12.2 mPa·s (torque: 24.4%), that of the AR foam is 17.1 mPa·s
(torque: 34.1%), and that of the A foam is 15.4 mPa·s (torque: 30.7%).
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Table 1. The basic properties of foam concentrate liquids of AF, AR, and A foams.

Freezing Point (◦C) pH Viscosity (mPa·s) Surface Tension (mN/m) Interfacial Tension (mN/m) Diffusion Coefficient

AF −10 7.7 4.3 17.9 2.6 4.5
AR −10 7.6 966 19.2 3.1 2.7
A −11 7.9 8.7 24.7 / /

2.2. Experimental Test

To compare and study the stability of commonly used foam extinguishing agents, a
foam stability test platform with three heat transfer modes was built: thermal radiation,
thermal convection, and thermal conduction (Scheme 1). The measurement process of
the foam effusive characteristics under thermal radiation and thermal convection was as
follows: the resulting low-expansion foams were introduced into a foam funnel container,
a beaker was placed at the outlet of the funnel to measure the quality of the foam effusive
liquid, and then the beaker was placed on a digital balance (measuring range: 2.0 kg,
accuracy: 0.01 g). The balance was connected to the computer, and the foam height in
the foam container was fixed at 4 cm each time; the foaming method was compressed
air, and the foaming ratio was 6–8 times. The thermal radiation source was 900 ◦C, and
the power was 40 kW. The heat convection source was a heat gun at RT~650 ◦C. The
position relationship between the heat radiant plate, the heat gun, and the foam layer in
the experimental system was calibrated using a heat flow meter. The thermal radiation
distance of the heat source was calibrated using the heat flow meter many times, and
the corresponding relationship was determined (Figure S1). When the distance between
the foam layer and the thermal radiation plate was 8 cm, 13 cm, and 20 cm, the heat flux
intensity of the top foam layer was 35 kW/m2, 25 kW/m2, and 15 kW/m2, respectively.
To maintain consistency in wind speed, the thermal flow intensity of the foam layer at
the same distance (15 cm) was regulated by regulating the temperature of the hot air
gun (Figure S1b). By adjusting the temperature of the heating table, the experimental
temperature (60~120 ◦C) of heat conduction was adjusted (Figure S1c). By adjusting the
height of the foam from the heat source, the characteristics of the foaming liquid under
different heat flow intensity levels were measured. The container was cleaned and dried
before each repeat experiment to avoid foam residue from the last experiment affecting the
next experiment. By placing the heating table and the experimental system on the balance,
the change in foam evaporation quality was studied. The foam evaporation characteristics
were measured by adjusting the temperature of the heating table. The balance recorded
the quality change of the precipitated liquid in real time, the thermocouple recorded the
temperature change of the foam layer in real time, and the digital camera recorded the
shape change of the foam layer.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effect of Thermal Radiation on the Foam Stability

Thermal radiation is an influential factor on the stability of foam extinguishing agents
in fire. By adjusting the distance between the upper layer of a foam extinguishing agent
and the heat source, the change in the liquid separation behavior of the foams under
different levels of thermal radiation intensity (15 kW/m2, 25 kW/m2 and 35 kW/m2)
was studied and is shown in Figure 1. Table 2 shows the 25% liquid separation time (t is
the time taken for liquid separation; the ratio of mass/total foam mass is 25%; t(i), i = 15,
25, and 35 shows the value of t under thermal radiation intensity levels of 15 kW/m2,
25 kW/m2, and 35 kW/m2), liquid separation, and evaporation percentage (ai = S/E; i = 15,
25, and 35 shows the value of a under thermal radiation intensity levels of 15 kW/m2,
25 kW/m2, and 35 kW/m2) of three kinds of foams at different thermal radiation intensities.
Apparently, in the variation curve of liquid separation quality, the AF foam experiences
liquid separation first, followed by the A foam and finally the AR foam extinguishing
agents. With the increase in thermal radiation intensity, the time taken for the three kinds
of foams to experience liquid separation also decreases, which may be due to the obvious
intensification of foam evaporation under the action of the heat source, which further
affects the behavior of foam separation. However, with the development of time, the mass
percentage of the final liquid separation of the AF foam was significantly higher than that
of the A foam and AR foam. The a15, a25, and a35 values of AR under thermal radiation
heating are 1.92, 0.68, and 0.32, respectively. The a15, a25, and a35 values of the A foam
under thermal convection heating are 2.69, 1.00, and 0.42, respectively. The proportion of
liquid separation of the AF foam under thermal radiation heating is greater than that of AR
and A, while AR possesses the relative lowest proportion of liquid separation. In the whole
thermal radiation heating environment, the liquid separation behavior of the AF foam was
the main behavior of foam instability. The ratio of liquid separation to evaporation mass
decreased with the increase in thermal radiation intensity, but a was always greater than 1.
With the increase in thermal radiation intensity, the a of AR and A foams decreased. And
when the thermal radiation intensity was not less than 25 kW/m2, evaporation of the AR
and A foams accounted for the main behavior of foam instability.

The influence of the radiation value on the liquid separation rate of the AF, AR, and
A foams is shown in Figure 2. When the initial height of the foam layer is 4 cm, it can
be found that the relationship between the liquid separation rate and the radiation value
is not obvious. Only when the radiation value reaches the maximum of 35 kW/m2, the
liquid separation rate of the solution is slightly higher than that corresponding to the other
two radiation values. The results of the liquid separation rate of the AF, AR, and A foams
at room temperature are shown in Figure S2. With the decrease in foam mass, the liquid
separation rate of the AF, AR, and A foams decrease gradually at room temperature. The
maximum liquid separation rate (LSR) of the AF foam is 0.017 g/s, that of the AR foam
is 0.012 g/s, and that of the A foam is 0.005 g/s. Without the influence of thermal factors,
the liquid separation rate of the AF, AR, and A foams is low. And the liquid separation of
the AF foam is the fastest, followed by the AR and finally the A foams. The rate curves
of the AF, AR, and A foams have similar trends when the thermal radiation intensity is
15 kW/m2 and 25 kW/m2. The LSR of the AF foam is 0.029 g/s at 51 s under 15 kW/m2

and 0.029 g/s at 48 s under 25 kW/m2. The LSR of the AR foam is 0.015 g/s at 159 s
under 15 kW/m2 and 0.016 g/s at 139 s under 25 kW/m2. And the LSR of the A foam are
0.019 g/s at 138 s under 15 kW/m2 and 0.015 g/s at 132 s under 25 kW/m2. When the
thermal radiation intensity is 35 kW/m2, the curve of the liquid separation rate between the
AF and A foams first decreases, then increases and decreases, with two extreme values and
one curve peak. It may be that the AF and A foams coarsened and coalesced rapidly under
high radiation intensity (35 kW/m2). The dynamic state of bubble expansion and rupture
of the AF and A foams lead to a temporary increase in the rate of foam liquid separation.
Moreover, under high radiation intensity (35 kW/m2), the AF and A foams quickly reached
high temperatures, and the solution viscosity was at a relatively low level, which may
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have also caused the increase in the foam liquid separation rate. With regard to the AR
foam, there is little difference in the liquid separation curves of the foam under the three
thermal radiation conditions (Figure 2b). The components of the AR foam are resistant to
high temperatures, and the viscosity of the concentrated solution of the AR foam is still
high after the change (using the No. 3 rotor of the rotary viscometer, the viscosity of the
concentrated solution was 2389 mPa·s at 0 ◦C, 966 mPa·s at 20 ◦C, and 890 mPa·s at 50 ◦C).
Therefore, the thermal radiation intensity has little effect on the liquid separation rate of
AR foam, which is mainly related to the characteristics of AR itself. The curve of the liquid
separation rate of the AR foam first increases and then decreases, and then increases and
decreases, with three extreme values and two curve peaks. The LSRs of the AF and A
foams at 35 kW/m2 are 0.06 g/s at 38 s and 0.025 g/s at 80 s. And the LSR of the AR foam
is 0.01 g/s at 151 s, which is obviously lower than that of the AF and A foams. Therefore,
the liquid separation rate of the solution is related to the properties of the foam itself, such
as viscosity and surface/interface tension, which are relatively independent of the external
radiation heat flux of the foam [31–34].
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To further discuss the behavior of foam liquid separation, the temperature analysis
results of the foam layer are shown in Figure 3. The initial height of the foam layer is 4 cm,
and thermocouples are placed at foam layer heights of 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm (distance from
bottom of foam layer) to study the temperature change of the foam layer heated by thermal
radiation. Under the condition of radiation heating, the foam will expand, merge, and
burst, so the foam mass loss mainly has two parts: foam liquid separation and evaporation.
The temperature change trend of the foam layer in three places is the same, and the foam
at 3 cm first reaches about 90 ◦C; then, the foam bursts, the thermocouple leaks into the
air, and the temperature rises. In this experiment, the behavior of the liquid separation
of foams is mainly studied. In Figure 3, the internal temperature of the AF, AR, and A
foams in the thermal radiation layer stabilized at about 30 ◦C in the initial stage of heating.
And then the foam layer was heated continuously, which led to the high expansion of
the foams, and the temperature of the foam layer quickly rose to 90 ◦C. In the time range
from the beginning of the experiment to the last 100 s, the foam liquid dissolution rate and
evaporation rate were faster. In addition, when all bubbles were close to 100 ◦C at the end
of the experiment, the viscosity of the AF and A solutions was at the lowest level, which
may have also led to the increase in the liquid separation rate of the AF and A foams at
35 kW/m2.

The heights of the three kinds of foams have the same variation tendency: the foam
expands first and then contracts. In the initial stage of thermal radiation heating, due
to the expansion of gas molecules in the foams, the foam height increases. Then, the
foams continues to be affected by external thermal radiation, the liquid in the foam rapidly
discharges, and the foam begins to burst and collapse, when the height gradually drops.
Under the conditions of 15 kW/m2 and 25 kW/m2, the liquid separation rate of the three
kinds foam echoes the changing trend of foam height. Because it takes time to detect the
quality of the foam liquid separation device, the liquid separation rate curve lags behind
the foam height curve in Figure 3a–f. There is a waiting time for the solution to experience
liquid separation, and the reason for the waiting time is mainly because there will be a
re-integration stage of the overall structure of the foam before the solution is separated out.
Usually, the liquid content of the initial foam film is certain, so it will take some time for
the liquid to move from the film to the Prandtl boundary.
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In the expansion stage, the maximum heights of the AF, AR, and A foams at 15 kW/m2

are 6 cm, 5 cm, and 5 cm, and the time to reach the maximum height is 107 s, 111 s, and
93 s, respectively. The maximum heights of the AF, AR, and A foams at 25 kW/m2 are
7 cm, 8 cm, and 7.5 cm, and the time to reach the maximum height is 63 s, 109 s, and
68 s, respectively. The maximum heights of the AF, AR, and A foams at 35 kW/m2 are
7 cm, 8.5 cm, and 8.5 cm, and the time to reach the maximum height is 43 s, 30 s, and 41 s,
respectively. It can be seen that with the increase in the thermal radiation intensity, the
expansion height of the AR and A foams increases more than that of AF. This is because in
the initial stage of heating, the additives in the AR and A foams can improve the stability
of the foams, which is beneficial for foam expansion. Moreover, the height attenuation of
the AR and AF foams at 15 kW/m2 and 25 kW/m2 is slow under heating radiation; that is,
their thermal stability is better.

3.2. Effect of Thermal Convection on the Foam Stability

By adjusting the distance between the hot air gun and the foam sample, the influence
of the thermal convection intensity (15 kW/m2, 25 kW/m2, and 35 kW/m2) on the foam
stability was studied and is shown in Table 3 and Figures 4–6. With the increase in the
thermal convection intensity, the 25% liquid separation time of the three foams decreased.
Similarly, the t of AR is longer than that of the A and AF foams. AF foam has the lowest
t value and the fastest liquid separation time (Figure 4). Specially, the t(15) values of AF,
AR, and A foams are 87 s, 298 s, and 106 s, respectively. In the whole thermal convection
heating environment, the liquid separation behavior of AF foam is the main behavior of
foam instability. The ratio of liquid separation to evaporation mass decreases with the
increase in thermal radiation intensity, but a is always greater than 2, which means that
under convection heating, the proportion of liquid separation in AF foam is higher than
that of evaporation. When the heat flux intensity is 15 kW/m2 and 25 kW/m2, the a15 and
a25 values of AF under thermal convection heating are 3.03 and 2.81, respectively, which
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are lower than that of AF foam under thermal radiation heating (5.2 and 3.35). That is, the
proportion of AF foam precipitation under thermal radiation heating is higher than that
under thermal convection heating when the heat flux intensity is 15 kW/m2 and 25 kW/m2.
With the increase in thermal radiation intensity, the a of AR and A foams decreases. The
a15, a25, and a35 values of AR under thermal convection heating are 3.98, 3.17, and 2.46,
respectively, which are higher than those of AR foam under thermal radiation heating
(1.92, 0.68, and 0.32). The a15, a25, and a35 values of the A foam under thermal convection
heating are 6.26, 5.78, and 3.74, respectively, which are higher than those of the A foam
under thermal radiation heating (2.69, 1.00, and 0.42). It can be seen that, different from
the AF foam, the ratio of liquid separation under thermal convection of the AR and A
foams is higher than that under thermal radiation heating. Different from the case of
thermal radiation heating, the proportion of liquid separation of the A foam under thermal
convection heating is greater than that of AR and AF, while AF possesses the relative lowest
proportion of liquid separation.

Table 3. The analysis of the liquid separation and evaporation quality of the foams under thermal
convection.

t(15) (s) t(25) (s) t(35) (s) a15 a25 a35

AF 87+0.54
−0.51 83+0.35

−0.22 78+0.77
−0.13 3.03+0.003

−0.001 2.81+0.003
−0.005 2.78+0.007

−0.002
AR 298+0.12

−0.49 254+0.66
−0.15 225+0.14

−0.53 3.98+0.010
−0.007 3.17+0.009

−0.015 2.46+0.003
−0.004

A 106+0.73
−0.55 102+0.58

−0.27 98+0.28
−0.30 6.26+0.006

−0.011 5.78+0.004
−0.002 3.74+0.001

−0.005
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Figure 4. The liquid separation quality curves of AF, AR, and A foams (a–c) at different thermal
convection intensity levels.
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The mass loss behavior of the three foams at different levels of thermal convection
intensity is studied in Figures 5 and 6. With the increase in time, the liquid separation rate
of AF, AR, and A foams first increases and then decreases. The liquid separation behavior of
AF foam occurs first, followed by that of the A foam, and the time to begin liquid separation
of the AR foam is the slowest. The LSR of the AF foam is 0.020 g/s at 61 s under 15 kW/m2,
0.022 g/s at 67 s under 25 kW/m2, and 0.022 g/s at 78 s under 35 kW/m2. The LSR of
the AR foam is 0.012 g/s at 239 s under 15 kW/m2, 0.020 g/s at 250 s under 25 kW/m2,
and 0.023 g/s at 198 s under 35 kW/m2. The LSR of the A foam is the largest, which may
be due to the fact that with the increase in the foam layer temperature, the viscosity of
the A foam decreased more than that of the AF and AR foams, and the liquid separation
rate was higher than that of the AF foam and AR foam. In addition, when all bubbles
were close to 100 ◦C, the viscosity of the solution was at the lowest level, which may have
also led to the increase in the liquid separation rate of the foam, as shown in Figure 5b.
Under thermal convection, the thermal stability of AR foam is better than that of A and
AF foams. Under thermal convection, the lower thermal radiation intensity (15 kW/m2,
25 kW/m2) has little effect on the liquid separation rate of AF and A foams, which is
similar to results under thermal radiation conditions, but has a great effect on AR foam.
Different from the result in Figure 2b, after the superposition of the dynamic influence of
wind and the thermodynamic influence of heat, the liquid separation rate of AR foam at
25 kW/m2 and 35 kW/m2 is higher than that of AR at 15 kW/m2 (Figure 5b,e). This may
be due to the dynamic coalescence and coarsening of AR foam under the influence of hot
air power. Therefore, both the thermal environment and external power will affect the
liquid separation behavior of foam [25,35–37].

The temperature changes of the foam layer under thermal convection are shown in
Figure 6. Different from the thermal radiation experiment, the height of the three kinds
of foam layers decreases under the influence of thermal convection, which is mainly due
to the slow temperature rise of the foam layer under hot air in thermal convection, and
the foam directly breaks the wall and then precipitates. The thermocouple in the foam
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layer was completely exposed to the air as the height of the foam layer decreased, and the
air temperature began to be measured. Under the constant heating of thermal convection,
the thermocouple temperature continued to rise until it reached the thermal equilibrium
temperature in Figure 6.

As can be seen from Figure 6a,d,g, the liquid separation rate of AF foam is faster; the
height of the foam layer drops rapidly. The temperatures of the foam layer at 1 cm, 2 cm,
and 3 cm of the AF foam under 15 kW/m2 are 51 ◦C, 55.2 ◦C, and 66.6 ◦C, respectively. The
temperatures of the foam layer at 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm of the AR foam under 15 kW/m2 are
66.8 ◦C, 68.2 ◦C, and 65.5 ◦C, respectively. The temperatures of the foam layer at 1 cm, 2 cm,
and 3 cm of the A foam under 15 kW/m2 are 70.1 ◦C, 79.8 ◦C, and 111.4 ◦C, respectively.
Compared with the temperatures of the foam layer of the three kinds foams (near 90 ◦C)
under thermal radiation of 15 kW/m2 in Figure 3, the temperatures of the foam layer of
the three kinds foams under thermal convection of 15 kW/m2 are lower, which is mainly
due to the accelerated heat exchange of the foam layer under thermal convection, as well
as the obvious increase in foam evaporation, cracking, and heat absorption. Under the
heat convection of 15 kW/m2, the foam layer temperature of the A foam is higher than
that of AR and AF. The temperatures of the foam layer at 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm of the AF
foam under 35 kW/m2 are 65.3 ◦C, 60.6 ◦C, and 62.2 ◦C, respectively. The temperature
of the foam layer at 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm of the AR foam under 35 kW/m2 are 108.5 ◦C,
93.1 ◦C, and 83.0 ◦C, respectively. The temperature of the foam layer at 1 cm, 2 cm, and
3 cm of the A foam under 35 kW/m2 are 121.9 ◦C, 109.5 ◦C, and 65.9 ◦C, respectively. Due
to the excellent rapid liquid separation behavior of AF, the thermal convection intensity
is 35 kW/m2, and the temperature of the AF foam layer is still below 100 ◦C. The final
temperature of the AR and A foam layers was higher than 100◦C, mainly because the foam
had been completely eluted under continuous heating. Under the continuous heating of
thermal convection, the foam layer continues to evaporate at a high height, forming a steam
mixture, resulting in the foam layer temperature being higher than 100 ◦C. This further
shows that the thermal stability of the AR and A foams is also higher than that of the AF
foam under the influence of thermal convection, but the cooling effect of the AF foam is
better than that of the AR and A foams.

3.3. Effect of Thermal Conduction on the Foam Stability

By adjusting the temperature of the bottom heat source, the thermal stability of low-
magnification foam at different heat conduction temperatures was studied. The changes
in the evaporation quality of the three kinds of foam extinguishing agents when the heat
source exceeds 100 ◦C are shown in Figure 7. With the increase in the temperature of the
heat source at the bottom of the foam extinguishing agent, the liquid separation rate of
the three foam extinguishing agents is obviously improved, and finally, the quality of the
separated liquid is improved. Compared with AR and AF foam extinguishing agents, the
low-power A foam extinguishing agent is the first to evaporate. At the initial stage, the
evaporation rate of A foam was significantly higher than that of the AR and AF foams, and
the possible reason was that the viscosity of the AR and AF foams was higher than that of
the A foam. AF foam has the lowest evaporation rate and the longest retention time of foam
morphology. The quality of liquid precipitated after the foam morphology is completely
broken is the least. AF foam has the lowest evaporation rate and the longest retention
time of foam morphology. The quality of liquid precipitated after its foam morphology
is completely broken is the lowest. The main reason is that AF foam quickly precipitates
liquid, the liquid evaporates and bubbles under the constant heating of the bottom heat
source, and the evaporation rate is further improved. The middle layer of the AF foam
was hollowed out first, and the upper layer of the foam had little direct contact with heat
source, and remained in foam form for a long time. In Figure 7a,b,d,e, the evaporation rate
in the early stage of AR is similar to that of AF (time before 400 s).
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The mass change rate, that is, the evaporation rate of foam, changes with time, as
shown in Figure 8. With the temperature increasing, the evaporation rate of AF foam is
larger than that of the AR and A foams. The evaporation rate of A foam increases with
the temperature. The micro-morphology of the three kinds of foams at room temperature
was recorded using an optical microscope, and the average particle size of the three kinds
of foam was studied. The average particle size of the AF, AR, and A foams at room
temperature, 40 ◦C, and 60 ◦C is shown in Figure S3. With the increase in time and
temperature, all three kinds of foam coalesce and coarsen, and the average particle size of
the foams increases (Figure S3). Among them, the average particle size of AF is the smallest
at room temperature, and with the increase in temperature, the coarsening rate of the AF
particle size is obviously higher than that of the AR and A foams. The coarsening rate of
the AR and A foams is equivalent. The A foam extinguishing agent experienced liquid
separation quickly, and the time of maintaining the extinguishing agent in foam form was
obviously shorter than that of the AF and AR foam extinguishants, which may be related
to the different viscosity and average foam particle size of the three foams (Table 1 and
Figure S3).

The temperature changes of the three foams’ layers were investigated, and the results
of the foam layers under heat conduction at 100 ◦C and 150 ◦C are shown in Figure 9. The
initial height of the foam layer was 4 cm, and thermocouples were placed at the foam
layer heights of 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm to study the temperature change of the foam layer
heated by thermal conduction. Under the condition of thermal conduction, the foam will
expand, merge, and burst, so the foam mass loss mainly has two parts: liquid separation
and evaporation. The temperature change trend of the foam layer in three places is the
same, and the foam layer at 1 cm (close to heat source) first reaches about 90 ◦C; then, the
foam bursts, the thermocouple leaks into the air, and the temperature rises and maintains
the temperature of thermal equilibrium. When the temperature of the AF foam layer
reaches 100 ◦C, a lot of foam is broken and liquid is precipitated, and the proportion
of liquid precipitation decreases with the increase in the heat conduction temperature.
The evaporation rate of the AF foam is also slightly higher than that of the AR and A
foams (Figure 7). Under heat conduction, AF quickly experiences liquid separation and
evaporation, which causes the temperature of the AF foam layer to rise at a lower rate than
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that of the AR and A foams. That is, in a thermal environment, the cooling effect of the AF
foam is better than that of the AR and A foams.
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4. Conclusions

By studying the characteristic liquid separation and evaporation behaviors of AF, AR,
and A foams under different heat transfer modes, the thermal stability of the foams in a
thermal environment was analyzed. At a relatively low thermal radiation intensity, the
liquid separation rate of the AF, AR, and A foams is related to the properties of the foam
itself, such as viscosity and surface/interface tension, which is relatively independent of
the external radiation heat flux of the foam. Under low radiation intensity (15 kW/m2 and
25 kW/m2), the liquid separation rate of AF and A foams is relatively stable. When the
heat flux intensity is 35 kW/m2, the liquid separation rate of AF and A foams increases
notably, which may be mainly due to the rapid decrease in foam viscosity. Under the
condition of thermal radiation heating, the precipitation rate of AR is relatively stable,
and the high viscosity of AR is the main reason for this. However, under the condition of
thermal convection heating, the precipitation rate of AR is notably improved. At this time,
under the influence of wind power, the rapid aggregation and coarsening of AR is the main
reason. Therefore, both the thermal environment and external power will affect the liquid
separation behavior of foam. As evaporation is mainly dominated by the liquid phase
transformation of the foam liquid, there is no significant difference in the evaporation rates
of the three kinds of foam under the same heat conduction condition. The foam survival
time of AF and AR foams is longer, which may be due to the fact that the foam is formed
again by blowing air under the action of the heat source after AF and AR’s rapid liquid
dissolution. In addition, AR and A foams usually have a larger t value under thermal
radiation and thermal convection, and their thermal stability is better than that of AF foam.
The temperature reached by the AF foam layer under heat convection is lower than that of
AR and A foams, and the time for the foam layer to reach the highest temperature under
thermal conduction is longer than that of AR and A foams, which indicates that the cooling
effect of AF foam is better than that of AR and A foams. Therefore, AR and A foams can be
used for thermal insulation protection, and AF foam can be used for rapid fire suppression
and cooling.
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